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7 Claims (C 128-303.15) 
This invention relates to a resectoscope and more 

particularly to a pneumatically operated and easily con 
trolled resectoscope that can be held and operated with 
one hand. 
The resectoscopeincludes a body having a reciprocable 

cutting loop in the form of a tungsten electrode thatis 
suppliedwith a high frequency current There is also a 
telescope extending through the resectoscope So that the 
operator can watch his work and there is a water tube 
for applying fluid to the afected area All reSecto 
scopes have these elementS. 

This resectoscope however provides a pneumatic valve 
controlled power supply for reciprocating the cutting 
loop. The valve is operable by the finger of the hand 
thatsupports the body of the resectoscope So that both 
holding and operating of the resectoscope can be accom 
?lished with one hand. 
A prostatic operation using a resectoscope is an ex 

tremelytedious operation The movements of the tung 
sten cutting loop must be as accurately controlled as poS 
sible because itis this cutting loop that sears and cuts 
away the afected enlarged obstructing parts of the proS 
tate This resectoscope provides a highly Sensitive con 
trolfor the movement of the tungsten cutting loop It 
is therefore an object of the invention to provide a re 
sectoscope having a reciprocable tungsten cutting loop 
with a pneumatic power supply forreciprocating the cut 
ting loop and a highly sensitive control for transmitting 
the pneumatic powerinto movement of the cutting loop. 
Another very important object of the invention is to 

provide a resectoscope having a reciprocable tungsten 
cutting loop with control means for reciprocating the 
cutting loop thatare readily accessible to the finger of a 
hand holding the body of the resectoscope The impor 
tance ofthis objectwillbe apparent to those familiarwith 
the art who recognize the desirability of a resectoscope 
that can.be completely operated and controlled by one 
hand. This leaves the other hand of the doctor frce to 
manipulate the prostate into position for cutting 

Yetanother object of the inventionis to provide a re 
sectoscope having a pneumatic power supply and a con 
trolvalve thereforwith an operatingelement on the con 
trolvalve thatis movable by the finger of a hand holding 
the resectoscope to control the position of the tungsten 
cutting1oop atany point betweenits limits ofreciprocat 
ing A particular objectis to provide a resectoscope 
with a reciprocable cutting loop that can be halted at 
any pointinits excursionS. 

StiI another object of the invention is to provide a 
pneumatically operated and controlled Surgical instru? 
ment having a reciprocable element the movement of 
whichiscontrolled byavalve memberoperable bya hand 
Holding the instrument wherein.the instrument may be 
adapted to a variety of uses such as for removal of 
urinary bladder tumors and the crushing ofurinary blad 
der stones and other surgical operative procedures in 
volving the unopened urinary bladder. 

Still another object of the invention is to provide a 
resectoscope thatreduces the required time for perform 
ing a prostatic operation This reduction in operating 
time produces a reduction in riskto patients who have 
prostatic obstructions Such patients are usualy aged 
(up to ninety-five years old) and because of concomi 
tant physical defects areusually pooranesthetic SubjectS. 

Other objects and advantages willbe apparent to those 
skilled in the art, 
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In the drawings: 
FIGURE 1 is a plan view partly in section of the re 

SectOSCOpe; 
FIGURE 2 is a side elevation view partly in section, 

of the resectoscope; 
FIGURE 3 is a rear elevation view of the resecto 

SCOpe; 
FIGURE4is a side elevation view of the rear part of 

the resectoscope showing the side opposite that shown 
in FIGURE 2; 
FIGURE 5 is an enlarged view in section taken along 

the line 5?5 of FIGURE 2; 
FIGURE 6 is an enlarged side elevation view in longi 

tudinal section of the resectoscope; 
FIGURE 7 is a view in section taken along the line 

7-7 of FIGURE6; 
FIGURE 8 is a view in section taken along the line 

8-8 of FIGURE6; 
FIGURE 9 is a view in section taken along the line 

9-9 of FIGURE6; 
FIGURE10.is a view in section taken along the line 

19?1? of FHGURE 6 showing one position of the con 
trol valve; 
FIGURE 11 is a view in Section Similar to the view 

of FIGURE 9, but showing the valve in a diferent 
position; 
FIGURE 12 is an enlarged view in section showing 

the connection of the electrical conductor; 
FIGURE 13is a bottom view of the tungsten cutting 

loop; and - ? ? * 

FIGURE 14 is a Side elevation view of a bladder 
tumor Snare that may be used instead of the tungsten 
cutting loop. 

Referring now to the drawings the resectoscope 20 has 
a hollow molded plastic body 21 with a generally cylin 
drical lowerside 22 with a somewhat rectangular shaped 
upperside 23. Thegeneral shape of the body 21isillus 
tratedin FIGURES 1 2 and4 butit should be under 
stood that this shape is not especially Critical. - 
Atthe front end of the upper part23 of the body 21 

there is a recess 24. Rearwardly of the recess 24?the 
body 21is hollow as indicated by the chamber or space 
26. A connectingsleeve27 having a cylindrically shaped 
forward portion 28.is pressfittedinto the recess 24. 
A pair of metal tubes 29 and 30 that are welded, 

soldered or otherwise fixed together are Secured to the 
inside ofthe sleeve.27 by a setscrew 31 priorto insertion 
of the sleeve 27 into recess 24 Forward of the sleeve 
27 the upperside 32 of the tube 29 is cut off and the 
1owerside 33 of the tube 30 is cut of These tubes 29 
and30 receive certain operating parts of the resectoScope 
as will be explained. 
The lower part22 of the body 21 has a forward end 

cap 35 threaded into it and a rearward end cap 36 
threaded onto it These forward and rearward end caps 
are molded onto the ends 37 and 38 of a hollow shaft 
39. There is another hollow shaft 40 with an end 41 
embedded in the rearward cap36 but the holow shaft 
40 extends only about half of the distance toward the 
forward cap35. - 
A cylindrical slide 41 havingend caps 42 and 43 is 

slidably supported by the shafts39 and40 The end cap 
42 has a hole44throughit and the end cap 43 has two 
holes45and46throughit The shaft39 extends through 
the holes44 and46 and the shaft40 extends through the 
hole 45. The end caps42 and43 are molded of Teflon 
or othermaterial that will provide a substantialseal with 
the shafts39 and40 while yet providing a slight amount 
of air leakage for a purpose to appear. 
The slide 41has acylindrical side wal147that extends 
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otherwords the slow escape of air provides a cushion for 
the movement ofthe slide 41. 
A Teflon sheath i05 covers the tungsten cutting loop 

55?the watertube 65 and the telescope 70 forward of 
the connecting sleeve 27 This sheath 105?whichis not 
specifically a part of this invention has a post 106 for 
drawingit rearwardly over the sleeve mount 27 There 
is a thumb screw locking connection 197 that releasably 
secures the sheath 195in position. 
Asistrue with other resectoscopes the sheath H05 has 

a forward edge 109that cooperates with the tip @? of the 
cutting loop 55 to blockthe escape oftheafected prostate 
area during an excursion of the cuttingloop 35. 
FIGURE 14illustrates a urinary bladdertumor snare 

119. This snare 110 may be substituted forthe tungsten 
cutting loop 55 It has a wire loop ?i atits forward 
end that extends through the body of the carrying tube 
1?0 with an end 112 projecting from the body of the car 
rying tube This end li2 is pressed into the recess 57 
of the connecting mount 50 while the body of the snare 
119 is heldin a fixed position within the tube 39 There 
fore as the slide 41 is moved rearwardly by operation of 
the finger button i92?the wire loop 111 is drawn toward 
the body of the Snare to produce the Snaring action de 
sired. 

Various changes and modifications may be made within 
the process of this invention as will be readily apparent 
to those skilled in the art Such changes and modifica 
tions are within the scope and teaching of this invention 
as defined bythe claims appended hereto. 
Whatis claimedis: 
1 A resectoscope comprising a body including a con 

trol assembly; the control assembly comprising a cylin 
der member and a piston memberin the cylinder one of 
Said members being mounted in fixed relation with re 
Spect to said body means for providing relative sliding 
movement between the cylinder and piston inembers a 
cutting loop supported by the other of the members for 
sliding movement therewith relatively to said one of said 
members a high frequency Current conductor for connec 
tion to a high frequency Current Source and to the cutting 
loop to Supply current to the Cutting loop to heat the 
cutting loop means for delivering high pressure fluid to 
alternate sides of the piston member and Valve means 
for controlling the delivery of the fluid the valve means 
having an operating member supported by the body and 
positioned for access by the finger of a hand holding the 
body the operating member being movable between first 
and Second positions corresponding to the extremes of 
sliding movement of the cutting loop the valve means 
having means to regulate the delivery offiuidin response 
to movement of the operating member to any selectedin 
termediate position to cause the cutting loop to move to 
a correspondingintermediate position. - 
2.The resectoscope of claim 1 wherein the operating 

memberis spring biasedin one direction and finger opera 
ble in the opposite direction and the opposite directions of 
movement of the operating member determine the side of 
the pistontowhich the fiuidissupplied. 

3. In a reSectoscope having a cutting loop a high 
frequency current source and conductor means connect 
ed between the current source and the cutting loop 
to conduct current to the cutting loop to heat the cut 
ting loop?the improvement comprising a body defin 
ing a fiuid chamber member a piston member within 
the chamber member means for providing relative slid 
ing movement between the chamber member and pis 
ton member means Supporting said loop on one of 
Said members for reciprocating movement with respect 
to the other member When the chamber member and 
piston member Slide relative to one another the piston 
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member having opposed sides a first fluid conduit to the 
chamber adjacent one side of the piston member a Sec 
ond fluid conduit to the chamber adjacent the opposite 
side of the piston member a valve means foralternative 
1y opening one fuid conduitand closingthe ofherand for 
throttling both conduits in varying relative amounts the 
valve means comprising a housing the first and Second 
fluid conduits communicating with the housing at Spaced 
ports through a side wall of the housing a fluid Supply 
conduit connectedinto the housing piston means slidable 
within the housing between selected positions means on 
said piston means for communicating a selective one of 
the ports with the fluid supply conduit when said piston 
is in one of the selected positions and to intermediate 
positions between the last-named positions the intermedi 
ate positions providing various areas of communication 
between the ports and the fiuid Supply conduit to pro 
vide selective positioning of the cutting loop at any posi 
tion between its limits of reciprocating movement and 
meansforslidingthe valve member. 
4. The resectoscope of claim 3?wherein the means for 

Siding the valve member comprises a shaft connected to 
the valve member and extending through the housing a 
finger engageable meniber connected to the shaft and 
a spring for biasing the shaft in a direction away from 
the housing. 

5. The resectoscope of claim 4 wherein the finger en 
gageable memberis accessible to thefinger of a hand hold 
ingthe body ofthe resectoscope. 

6. A resectoscope comprising a body a piston fixed to 
the body a cylinder enclosing the piston and Slidable 
relative thereto a cutting loop Supported by the piston, 
means for heating the cutting loop a first fiuid conduit 
communicating with the interior of the cylinder on one 
Side of the piston a Second fiuid conduit communicating 
with the interior ofthe cylinder on the opposite side ofthe 
piston and valve means for controlling the flow offiuid 
through the conduits the valve means comprising a valve 
chamber with a valve memberslidable therein a pair of 
outlet ports from the chamber and an inlet port to the 
chamber each of the fuid conduits communicating with 
an Outlet port and a fluid Supply conduit communicating 
with the inlet port and a valve member slidable within 
the chamber for controlling the communication of the 
inlet port with the outlet ports the inlet port comprising 
at least two tiny openings and the valve member com 
prisinga piston memberslidable withinthe chamberwhile 
maintaining Substantial sealing engagement with the side 
wal of the chamber; the tiny openings being suficiently 
close together and the Cutlet ports being sufficiently far 
apart to allow the piston member to establish commu 
nication with one of the outlet ports and a selective num 
ber of the tiny openings accordingto the position of the 
piston member. 
7 The resectoscope of claim 6 whereinthe pistonmem 

ber has an Operating shaft connected to it and extending 
through an end of the chamber a spring biasing the 
piston memberin one direction the shaft being positioned 
for depression by a finger of a hand holding the resecto 
Scope body to move the piston member in the other 
direction. 
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